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To all whom it may/ concern .' 
Be it known that I, Grronon E. BIonLow, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at 
Waterbury, in the county of New Haven 
and State of Connecticut, have invented 
certain new and useful Improvements in 
Coil-Spring-Forming Machines, of which 
the following is a specification. 

This invention relates particularly to the 
manufacture of coiled s rings and particu 
larly to those having ooks upon one or 
both ends. 
Wire is coiled helically for various pur 

poses by means of various kinds of mech 
anism. As wire comes in large coils or 
bundles it is customary to form the helical 
coil continuously in suitable lengths. It is 
customary to cut up this helical coil which 
for convenience may be termed “coil stock,” 
into pro or lengths by means of automatic 
or han machines to form the spri_ng 
“blanks.” Then "the ends of the wire of 
the blanks are afterward bent to form hooks. 

It is my object to automatically feed the 
coil stock, out off the end to form a blank 
and then automatically bend the wire of the 
ends of the blanks into hooks. The cut-off 
and bending in former machines has been 

i more or less irregular and uncertain and I 
30 

35 

45 

50 

have therefore particularly sought to give 
accurate feed to the coil stock so as to cut 
off blanks of uniform length and I have also 
sought to effect positive and accurate bend 
ing of the ends of the Wire or “ hooking ” as 
it is sometimes called. It will be.understood 
that the “springs” herein referred to are 
subsequently in most‘ cases tempered. This 
tempering tightens the helical coil of the 
s rings and causes a relative rotation of 
the hooks at the opposite ends of the wire. 
In order therefore that the hooks in the 
?nished tempered spring shall be parallel 
it is necessary that they should be slightly 
displaced relative to each other before teln 
pering. It is a further object of my inven 
tion to automatically form the hooks at 
angles to each other so that the subsequent 
tempering will bring theln into a common 
longitudinal plane. 
The details of the invention in one form 

are_illustrated in ‘the accompanying nine 
sheets of drawings and more fully described 
in the following speci?cation. Brie?y de 
scribed however, in order to facilitate under 

standing of the dr'awin s I would state that 
the coil stock as broug t to the machine is 
grl ped by means of a special feeding chuck 
an advanced to the cut-off position and re 
leased. Just beyond this position the end of 
the stock is clasped by a pair of laterally 
movable holders and a mandrel or cutting 
arbor is inserted the length of the desired 
blank. A cut-off punch or cutter is then 
brought down and co-acting with the end 
of the arbor as an abutment inside the coil, 
it severs the wire to form a spring blank. 
The arbor is then Withdrawn from the blank 
and the coil stock is clamped by a jaw and 
slide and retracted a short distance from 
the cutter. When the arbor is withdrawn 
and the stock has been retracted, two sets 
or pairs of dies are brought into action to 
bend the ends of the wire coil blank to form 
the hooks. The dies are then retracted and 
the holders release the spring and allow it‘ 
to drop into a suitable container. Just about 
the time the chuck reaches its backward po 
sition the retracting clamp is released so 
that the stock is free to be moved forward 
as soon as the chuck grips it for the forward 
feed stroke. As the coil stock is fed forward 
it is rotated on its axis, through a small 
angle, so that the next cut of the wire is 
slightly out of alinement' longitudinally 
from the cut end at the front end of the 
blank. The bending dies at the opposite 
ends of the spring blank are arranged to 
travel on lines inclined relative to each other 
at an angle substantially equal to the angle 
through which the coil stock Was rotated. 
This forms the hooks at an angle to each 
other and with substantially the same length 
of Wire in each hook, as will be more fully 
understood hereinafter. 
Figure 1 is a plan view of a machine em 

bodying the improvements of my invention, 
the feeding chuck being shown in its re 
tracted position and the severed blank held 
in position for forming the hooks. Fig. 2 
is a side view showing the stock feeding 
mechanism. Fig. 3 is a side view of the 
plate for causing rotation of the feeding 
chuck. Fig. 4 is a vertical section of the 
stock feeding and retracting means. Fig. 5 
is a longitudinal horizontal section of the 
feeding chuck on the plane of the line 4——4 
of Fig. 7. Fig. 6 is a detail vertical section 
of a chuck jaw. Fig. 7 is a transverse sec 
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tion of the machine showing an end view 
of the feeding chuck. Fig. 8 is _an end view 
of the coil stock illustrating the angle of 
rotation of the stock during the feeding 
movement. Fi . 9 is a detail view of the 
guide roller an carrying plate which is at 
tached to the feeding chuck for co-acting 
with the guide plate of Fig. 3. Fig. 10 is a 
transverse section of the machine showing 
the means for feeding and retracting the 
coil stock. Fig. 11 is a vertical transverse 
section of the stock retracting slide and 
clamp. Fig. 12 is a detail sectional view of 
the guide for the front pair of bending dies. 
Fig. 13 is a longitudinal vertical sectional 
view of the machine showing the holding 
and cut-off mechanism. Fig. 14 is a detail 
longitudinal vertical section showing frag 
ments of the cutter and arbor on a larger 
scale. Fig. 15 is a transverse sectional view 
of the machine showing the blank holding 
and cut-off mechanism. Fig. 16 is a verti 
cal transverse section of the cutter and ar 
bor. Fig. 17 is a plan view of the severed 
blank showing that the ends of the wire of 
the coil are not in longitudinal alinement. 
Fig. 18 is a transverse sectional view of the 
machine showing the bending dies which 
form the hooks at the rear end of the blank. 
Fig. 19 is a plan View of the blank holders 
and bending dies. Fig. 20 is an end view 
of a blank with the bending dies ready to 
operate. vFig. 21 is a transverse sectional 
view of the machine showing the bending 
dies which form the hooks on the front end 
of the blank and the mechanism for operat 
ing same. Fig. 22 is a plan view of the 
product of the machine. 
The machine is driven by power of any 

suitable type applied through shaft 1 and 
gears 2 and 3 to shaft 4 (see Fig. 7). The 
latter shaft through bevel gears 5 and 6 
drives cross shaft 7 which through bevel 
gears 8 and 9 drives shaft 10 which in turn 
through bevel gears 11 and 12 drives shaft 
13. Shaft 4 carries a series of suitable cams 
which operate one of the blank holding 
jaws, the cut-off punch, the clamp for re 
traction of the coil stock and one die of each 
pair of the hookinor or bending dies. The 
cutting arbor which serves as one part of 
the cut-off mechanism is operated from 
cross shaft 7. Shaft 10 carries suitable 
cams for operating one of the blank holding 
jaws and one die of each pair of hook bend 
ing dies. The stock feeding chuck is op 
erated from shaft 13 and this in turn moves 
the retracting clamp back and forth allow 
ing a certain play or lost motion as will be 
hereinafter set forth. 

Stock feeding, (see Figs. 1 to 10.)—The 
coil stock 14 is fed forward intermittently 
by means of what for convenience I will 
term a “chuck” which is mounted to recip 
rccate. The carriage 15 is guided in longi 
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I tudinal ways in the bed or frame 16 of the 
machine. A bushing 17 screwed into the 
rear of the carriage affords a bearing for 
the feed tube 18. A collar or nut 19 on the 
bushing serves to prevent its working loose 
from the carriage. 20 and 21 are collars 
secured onto the end of the feed tube and 
between which is located the yoke 22 which 
?ts loosely on the hub of collar 20. The 

by _the arms at the upper end of lever 24. 
This lever is pivoted or hinged at the bot 
tom of the machine (not shown) and is 

the usual manner of adjustable crank con 
nections so that the throw of the lever may 
be adjusted. The crank plate 26 is carried 
by gear 27 which meshes with gear 28 on 
shaft 13. In this way the rotation of shaft 
13 causes oscillation of the lever 24 and lone 

By adjusting the collars 20 and 21 on the 
feed tube 18 the position of the tube may 
be varied. 
mounted in the collar 31 of the carriage 15. 
For the purpose of facilitating assembling 
and taking apart, the upper part of the 
collar 31 may be made removable and bolted 
or otherwise secured in place in any suit 
able manner. Similarly the rear end 32 of 
the carriage may be bolted or otherwise se 
cured in place. To reinforce the parts I 
prefer to connect the front and rear of the 
top of the carriage by means of a bolt 33. 
The chuck body 30 I prefer to form in two 
parts bolted or otherwise suitably secured 
together. Arranged within the chuck body 
is a pair of jaws 34, 34 which are radially 
movable to a limited extent so as to- permit 
them to grip the coil stock and to be released 
at the proper moments. Each jaw has a pin 
35 which passes through an inclined slot 36 
in the end of a bar 37 which extends through 
the jaw. The two bars 37, 37 are secured to 
?anges 38, 38 on the end of the feed tube 
18. As the feed tube 18 is moved forward 
(that is to the left as viewed in Fig. 1) 
the bars 37, 37 which project forwardly 
from the front end force the jaws 34, 34 
inwardly and thus grip the stock and feed 
it forwardly. As soon as the jaws grip the 
stock further forward movement of the bars 
37, 37 and the feed tube 18 independent of 
the chuck body 30 and carriage 15 is pre 
vented and the parts move forwardly to 
gether. When the feed tube 18 starts back 
ward the inertia of the chuck carriage and 
body causes them to lag behind and thus 
the jaws 34, 34 are disengaged or retracted 
from the stock and the chuck moves back 
free of the stock. 
Rotation of the stock, (see Figs. 1 to 

10.)—As before mentioned the stock is 
given a partial rotation during its forward 
movement. The plate 40 is bolted or other 

trunnions 23, 23 of this yoke 22 are engaged" 

connected by rod 25 to crank plate 26;:in‘ 

gitudinal reciprocation of the feed shaft 18.~ 
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wise suitably secured to the rear end of the 
chuck body 30. This plate carries a roller 
41 which projects into an inclined slot 42 
in guide plate 43. The chuck body 30 is 
mounted in the collar 31 of the carriage so 
that it can rotate. As the chuck is moved 
forward the roller 41 is guided in the slot 
42 and this causes the chuck ‘to oscillate 
through a small angle as the chuck is recip 
rocated. As the jaws of the chuck only 
grip the stock when moving forwardly, ob 
viously the stock is only‘ rotated when being 
fed forwardly. As herein shown, the rota 
tion, as viewed in- the direction of feed, is 
left handed or anti-clockwise and takes 
place intermittently between the cut oil 
strokes. In order to be able to vary the 
angle of rotation and thus vary the relative 
position of the opposite ends of the wire of 
the blank I have made the plate 43 adjust 
able. Its hub 44 is clamped by nut 45 to 
the support 46. Stud 47 carried by plate 
43 projects through a slot 48 in the support 
46 and thus the plate may be clamped ad 
justably in position by a nut 49. 
Stock and bhnk holding, (see Figs. 1, 13, 

15 and 19‘.)—Slides 50 and 51 are recipro 
cated by means of cams 52 and 53 respec 
tively on shafts 10 and 4. Each slide car 
ries a jaw such as 54 and 55 having their 
faces preferably cut so as to securely grip 
the end of the coil stock when it is fed be 
tween them. Each jaw preferably has a 
slight freedom of motion longitudinally of 
its slide and is guided for instance by means 
of a bolt 56 passing through a slot in the 
jaw and a spring 57 adjustable by means of 
a set screw or bolt 58 presses the jaw in 
ward. The holders thus give a yielding 
grip upon the stock. The cams 52 and 53 
are so timed as to grip the end of the coil 
stock when it is fed forward to the proper 
position. The holders 54 and 55 retain their 
grip upon the coil end while it is being cut 
oil’ and also while the ends of the severed 
blank are being bent into hook form. The 
holders are then retracted and ermit the 
product to fall through the opening 59 into 
a suitable container. Different sized hold 
ers may be substituted for different sizes of 
springs. 

('utt'ing 0]?’ the stock, (see Figs. 1, 8, and 
13 to 17.)—-—VVhen the coil stock is fed be 
tween the holdin jaws 54 and 55 an arbor 
or mandrel 60 is inserted. This arbor is re 
movably and adjustably clamped as for in 
stance by one or more set screws 61 to slide 
62 which is longitudinally reciprocable by 
means of cam 63 on shaft 7. The end of the 
arbor is cut away so as to provide a vertical 
cutting shoulder 64 and the longitudinal 
position of the arbor is adjusted so that its 
end projects beyond the rear ends of the 
holding jaws 54 and 55 substantially the di 
ameter of the wire of the coil stock. The 

diameter of the arbor is substantially the 
same as the internal diameter of the coil 
stock. Above the end of the arbor is lo 
cated a cutter or unch 65 having a shoul 
der or cutting e go 66 adapted to co-act 
with the cutting arbor to sever’ the coil 
stock. The lower end of the cutter is pref 
erably concave as indicated in Figs. 14 and 
16., This cutter 65 is clam ed to lever 67 
by means of one or more olts or screws 
such as 68 and has an adjustable abutment 
69 so that the vertical position of the cutter 
may be varied to take up wear or otherwise. 
The cam 70 on shaft 4 is so timed as to 
operate lever 67 and cutter 65 immediately 
after the end of the coil stock is grasped by 
the holding jaws 54 and 55 and the cutting 
arbor 60 has been inserted ready for cut 
ting off. The cutting arbor 60 and the 
holding jaws 54 and 55 coiiperate to prop 
erly support the coil stock durin the sever 
ing operation. As soon as the b ank is sev 
ered the cutting arbor is retracted by the 
cam 63. Lever 67 is carried by the longi 
tudinally adjustable arm 39 so that the 
longitudinal position of the cutter 65 may 
be altered for different sizes of wire or 
lengths of blanks desired. 

Retractz'ng the coil stock, (see Figs. 1, 4, 
10, and 11.)~—As soon as the blank has been 
severed, the coil stock is retracted or drawn 
backward a short distance so as to permit 
the bending dies to be brought into opera 
tion at the rear end of the blank. The re 
tracting slide 71 has a central passage 72 
for the coil stock and is reciprocable longi 
tudinally. The slide is moved forward by 
means of the chuck body 30 which engages 
the stop 73 of the slide on its forward 
movement. This stop is preferably adjust 
able so as to vary the movement of the slide. 
The clamping jaw 74 which rojects down~ 
wardly into the passage 72 in the slide is 
pressed upward by means of one or more 
springs such as 75. On its upper face rests 
a roller 76 carried by arm 77 pivoted at 78. 
On the same pivot is a lever 79 one arm of 
which carries an adjustable set screw or 
bolt 80 engaging the arm 77 and the other 
arm of which rests upon the cam 81. This 
cam is timed so that when the coil stock and 
the slide 71 are moved forward by the feed 
ing chuck the long arm of the lever 79 will 
be raised and this forces the short arm of 
the lever and the roller bearing arm 77 
downwardl so as to cause the lower face 
of the aw 4 to clamp or grip the coil stock 
at substantially the moment the feeding 
chuck reaches the extreme forward extent 
of its feed stroke. A bell crank lever 82 
has one arm slotted to engage the pin 83 in 
the lower part of the retracting slide‘ 71. 
The other arm carries a roller 84 adapted to 
co-act with the incline or cam 85 which is 
carried by the carriage 15 of the feed chuck. 
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When the feeding chuck moves to the left 
as viewed in Fig. 1 the retracting slide 71 
is engaged and moved to the left and this 
tilts the bell crank lever 82 so that the 
roller 84 is moved back of the projection of 
the cam 85. When the feeding chuck car 
riage moves backward on its return stroke 
the cam 85 forces the roller 84 outward and 
this tilts the lever 82, retracts the slide 71 
and the coil stock which has been mean 
while grasped by the jaw 74. The amount 
of the retraction will of course depend upon 
the relative roportions of the arms of the 
lever 82 an the shape and dimensions of 
the cam 85. In order to be able to vary the 
retracting action I have clamped the cam 
85 to the chuck carriage by means of one or 
more bolts such as 86 and have provided 
an adjustable stop or take-up screw 87 (see 
Fig. 1). In order to facilitate the retrac~ 
tion of the coil stock, which is sometimes of 
considerable length, I prefer to provide one 

2, on or more rollers such as 88, in F ig. 
orward which the stock rests as it is fed 

and retracted intermittently. 
Bending 01' forming the hooks, (see Figs. 

1, 12 and 18 to 21.)—Wl_1ile of course the 
hook on the front end of the blank might 
be formed without retracting the stock I 
prefer to form the hooks on both ends of the 
blank simultaneously while the coil stock is 
retracted. The slides 90 and 91 carry the 
bending dies 92 and 93 respectively for form 
ing the hook on the rear of the blank. These 
slides are operated by cams 94 and 95 on 
shafts 10 and 4. Each die may be adjusted 
in any suitable manner for instance by a set 
screw or bolt 96. One die has a wedge 
shaped point 97 which is rounded as viewed 
from the side and adapted to be inserted 
under ‘the end coil of the blank. The other 
die has a curved recess 98 to engage the part 
of the coil opposite the free end and hold it 
in position while the wedge 97 is bending 
the end over. The notch 99 is provided for 
the wire of the coil at the point where it is 
bent over. The shoulders 100 and 101 are 
inclined somewhat so .as to cooperate in 
grasping and properly setting the hook as 
it is bent out. These bending dies may be 
adjusted on their slides longitudinally of 
the machine to correspond with different 
lengths of blanks and of course different 
sizes and shapes of dies may be substituted 
when desired. As before mentioned in order 
to compensate for the distortion of the 
spring due to tempering and hardening, the 
hooks on the opposite ends are formed out 
of line in this machine. In order to accom~ 
plish this and have the hooks of equal size 
and uniform I rotate the stock after one 
blank has been cut off through an angle such 
as the angle X in Fig. 8 so that the front end 
of the wireis not in line longitudinally with 
the rear end of the wire of the blank. \Vhen 
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' the stock is cut o?“, the rear end of the wire 
of the blank being directly over the axis of 
the blank the rear hook forming dies are 
operated horizontall . The front end of 
the wire of the blank eing displaced through 
the angle X, I operate the front hook form 
ing dies 105 and 106 inclined at an angle 
to the horizontal corresponding to the angle 
X (see Fig. 21). These dies 105 and 106 
are the same as the dies 92 and 93 respec 
tively and are supported by holders which 
slide in the support or guide member 107. 
This support has a hub 108 secured in the 
frame part 109 in any suitable manner. The 
die 105 is reciprocated in the guide member 
by means of swinging link 110 pivoted at 
111. The driver 112 is connected to link 110 
and has its rear outer end bifurcated or 
forked at 113 and embraces a block 114 
somewhat loosely mounted upon shaft 4. 
The roller 115 carried by the driver ?ts op~ 
erably in the groove of cam 116. Rotation 
of the shaft 4 thus causes reciprocation of 
the die member 105. Die member 106 is 
operated in a similar manner through link 
117 pivoted at 118 and connected to driver 
119 which is bifurcated at 120 and embraces 
the block 121 on shaft 10. The driver roller 
122 works in the groove of cam 123. To pro 
vide for formin the hooks on the front end 
of blanks in which, what may be called, the 
“tempering correction” angle X is greater 
or less than the one shown, the-guide 107 
may be adjusted on its axis to a greater or 
lesser angle of inclination. Corresponding 
with this adjustment the pivotal axis 111 on 
link 110 is adjusted up or down in the slot 
124 of the machine frame and the pivotal 
axis 118 of link 117 is adjusted up or down 
and clamped by means of one or more bolts 
such as 125. The coiled stock 14 is started 
by hand into the tube 18, between the jaws 
34, 34, under the clamp 74 and between the 
holders 54 and 55. The machine is then 
started and the arbor 60 moves forward into 
the end of the coil and the holders 54 and 
55 grasp the end of the coil. The cutter 65 
then descends and severs the blank from the 
end of the stock. The cutter 65 then rises, 
the arbor 60 is retracted toward the left 
(Fig. 1), and the two sets of dies 92, 93 and 
105, 106 are forced inwardly to bend the 
ends of the blank into hooked form as shown 
in Fig. 22. The dies are then retracted and 
the holders 54 and 55 separated so that the 
product is released and drops out of the 
machine. As the blank is severed from the 
end of the stock, the main portion of the 
stock is retracted a short distance by the 
clamp 74 and slide 71 so as to clear the end 
of the stock from in front of the dies 92 and 
93. The retraction is through a distance less 
than the required feed. \Vhile the operation 
just described is taking place the chuck>30 
is moving toward the right. When it starts 
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the chuck grasp the stock and give it a par 
tial rotation through the angle X (Fig. 8) 
as it is fed forward to the holders 54 and 55, 
when the machine-1s ready to repeat the op 
eration above described. 
_Among other advantages I am able to 

operate this machine at a high rate of speed 
and nevertheless to produce a uniform prod 
not. It will be seen that I have made pro 
vision for adjustment to take care of s rings 
of different lengths and diameters an wire 
of different gages. The mechanism also per 
mits me to vary the tempering correction 
angle when necessary for instance by reason 
of the variations in the quality of steel or 
of the particular degree of tempering re 
quired. ‘ _ 

I have only illustrated one form of the 1n 
vention but I wish it understood that I do 
not limit my claims except as therein speci? 
cally stated and that I contemplate a broad 
range of equivalents. 

lVhat I claim is : 
1. In a coil-spring forming machine, jaws 

for feeding the coil stock, mea?S for severing 
a blank therefrom, means for retracting the 
stock, and means for forming hooks on both 
ends of the blank and mechanism for bring 
ing said means in operation successively, sub 
stantially as described. 

2. In a coil-spring forming machine, jaws 
for feeding the coil stock, means for sever 
ing a blank therefrom, means for retracting 
the stock, means for varying the retraction, 
and means for forming hooks on both ends 
of the blank and mechanism for bringing the 
feeding, severing, retracting and forming 
means into operation successively, substan 
tially as described. 

3. In a coil-spring forming machine, jaws 
for feeding the coil stock, means for sever 
ing a blank therefrom, means for retracting 
the stock, means for forming a hook on the 
rear end of the blank and mechanism for 
bringing said means into operation succes 
sively, substantially as described. , 

4. In a coil-spring forming machine, jaws 
for feeding the coil stock, means for sever 
ing a blank therefrom, means for retracting 
the stock, \and a pair of mechanically oper 
ated dies for forming a hook upon one end 
of the blank and mechanism for bringing 
said means into operation successively, sub 
stantially as described. 

5. In a coil-spring forming machine, jaws 
for feeding coil stock, means for severing a 
blank therefrom, and a pair of mechanically 
operated dies for forming a hook upon the 
front end of the blank and mechanism for 
bringing said means into operation succes 
sively, substantially as described. 

6. In a coil-spring forming machine, jaws 
for feeding coil stock, means for severing a 
blank therefrom, means for retracting the 

stock, and two pairs of mechanically oper 
ated dies for forming hooks upon the ends 
of the blank and mechanism for bringing 
said means into operation successively, sub 
stantially as described. ' 

7. In a coil-spring forming machine,means 
for holding the end of a piece of stock sta 
tionary, means for severing a blank from the 
end while thus held, and dies for bending 
one end of the blank while so held and mech— 
anism for bringing said means into opera 
tion successively, substantially as described. 

8. In a coil spring forming machine,means 
for holding the end of the coil stock station 
ary, means for severing the end while thus 
held, and dies for bending the ends of the 
blank while so held and mechanism for 
bringing said means into operation succes 
sively, substantially as described. 

9. In a coil spring forming machine,means 
for holding the end of a piece of stock, means 
for severing a blank from the end while thus 
held, and dies for bending the two ends of 
the blank into hooks lying in planes at an 
angle to each other. : 

10. In a coil spring forming machine, jaws 
for feeding coil stock, means for holding the 
end thereof 'stationary, and a air of me 
chanically operated dies for bending one end 
of the coil when grasped by said holders and 
mechanism for bringing said means into op 
eration successively, substantially as de 
scribed. 

11. In a coil spring forming machine, jaws 
for feeding coil stock, means for holding the 
end thereof stationary, and a pair‘ of me 
chanically operated dies for bending the 
front end of the coil when held by said 
ineans and mechanism for bringing said 
means into operation successively, substan 
tially as described. 

12. In a coil-spring forming machine, a 
pair of gripping jaws, a pair of cutters and 
two pairs of bending jaws, and mechanism 
for bringing said elements into operation 
successively, substantially as described. 

13. In a coil spring forming machine, 
means for holding a blank and two pairs of 
dies for bending the ends thereof into hooks, 
the plane of operation of one pair of dies 
being inclined relative to the plane of opera 
tion of the other pair of dies. 

14. In a coil spring forming machine, 
means for holding a blank and two pairs of 
dies for bending the ends thereof into hooks, 
one pair of dies being adjustable relative to 
(tihe plane of operation of the other pair of 
ms. . 

15. In a coil-spring forming machine, two 
pairs of dies for bending the ends of a 
blank into hooks, the plane of operation of 
one pair of dies being inclined relative to 
the plane of operation of the other pair of 
dies, and means for varying the inclination. 

16.. In a coil-spring forming machine, a 
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means for reciprocating said arbor, and a 
cutter for severing the stock when on said 
arbor. 

41. In a coil-spring forming machine, 
lneans for feeding stock, a cutting arbor, 
means for operating the said arbor, and a 
cutter having a concave end for severing 
the stock when on said arbor. 

42. In a coil-spring forming machine, 
means for feeding stock, a cutting arbor, 
means for reciprocating the said arbor, and 
a pivoted cutter for severing the stock when 
on said arbor. 

43. In a coil-spring forming machine, 
means for holding a blank, a cutting arbor, 
means for inserting and retracting said 
arbor, and a cutter for cooperating with said 
arbor to out said blank when so held. 

44. In a coil-spring forming machine, a 
cutting arbor, means for inserting and re 
tracting said arbor, and a cutter for coop 
erating with said arbor to out said blank. 

45. In a coil-spring forming machine, 
means for holding a blank, an adjustable 
cutting arbor, means for inserting and re 
tracting said arbor, and a cutter for coop 
erating with said arbor to out said blank 
when so held. 

46. In a coil machine, means for feeding 
coiled stock, an arbor in alinement there 
with, a cutter cooperating with said arbor 
to sever a coil, holders for gripping the 
stock while on the arbor, means for retract 
ing the arbor, and jaws for bending the ends 
of the severed coil while held by the holders. 

47. In a coil-springmachine, a cutting 
punch, a cutting arbor, and means for feed 
ing coil stock, said punch and arbor being 
both adjustable longitudinally of the direc 
tion of feed of the stock. 

48. In a machine of the character de 
scribed, stock holding means, a cutting ar 
bor, means for inserting said arbor, and a 
cutter cooperating therewith when the stock 
is grasped by said holding means. 

49. In a coil-spring machine, a horizontal 
cutting arbor, means for moving it longitudi 
nally, a vertically operating cutter, and lat~ 
erally operating bending dies. 

50. In a coil-spring machine, a pair of 
slides, grooved coil holding jaws carried 
thereby, springs pressing said jaws toward 
each other, means for adjusting said jaws 

and means for op 
erating said slides. 

51. In a coil-spring machine, stock feed 
ing means, and stock retracting means com 
prlsing a reciprocating slide, a clamp jaw 
carried thereby, a roller engaging the top 
of said clamping jaw, and means for press 
ing said roller downward when the slide is 
retracted. 

52. In a coil-spring machine, blank hold 
ing means and a pair of bendin dies at 
each end thereof, one pair of dies eing ad 
justable about the axis of the holding means. 

53. In a coil-spring machine, blank hold 
ing means, an angularly adjustable guide 
adjacent one end thereof, and bending dies 
mounted in said guide. 

54. In a coil-spring machine, an angularly 
adjustable guide, bending dies mounted to 
slide therein, a swinging arm connected to 
each die and having its pivotal axis adjust 
able, and a driver connected to each arm. 

55. In a coil-spring forming machine, two 
side and end shafts, feeding means driven 
from one end shaft, a cutting arbor driven 
from the other end shaft, and holding, cut 
ting, and bending means operated from the 
side shafts. 

56. In a coil ‘spring forming machine, a 
chuck for grasping coiled stock and moving 
it longitudinally and means for moving said 
chuck longitudinally and means for giving 
said chuck a partial backward rotation. 

57. In a coil spring machine, a coil feed 
ing device, an arbor, means for moving said 
arbor longitudinally of the coil, bending 
jaws, and means for bringing said mecha 
nism successively into operation. 

58. In a coil spring machine, a coil feed 
ing device, an arbor, means for movingthe 
arbor longitudinally of the coil, means for 
cutting off the coil blank, bending jaws, 
and means for operating the said mecha 
nisms. 

59. In a machine of the character de 
scribed the combination of a pair of jaws 
for gripping the coil, cooperating cutter ele 
ments for severing a blank from the stock, 
two pairs of reciprocating bending jaws for 
forming the books on the ends of the blank, 
and means for operating said gripping jaws, 
said cutter elements and said bending jaws 
automatically. 

GEORGE E. BIGELO‘V. 
\Vitnesses : 

\YM. M. SAUNDERS, 
EDWARD J. RAY. 
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